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ROUTE ANALYSIS FORM CRP-17 


Map Referenced: Alt B Map 2 

Proposed Maintenance Levell or Route Closures 
Segment Name Legal 
A. unnamed segment 	 T.31S., R.33E., Sec 20, 21 
B. unnamed segment 	 T.31S., R.33E., Sec 34 
C. unnamed segment 	 T.32.5S., R.20E., Sec 20 
D. way T.33S., R.32E., Sec 01 

T.33S., R.32.5E., Sec 06, 07 

1) 	 Is a right-of-way or easement associated with the road? Y /N N____ 

a) If yes, what is the right-of-way or easement serial number: _______ 


2) 	 What is the primary purpose of the roads? 

a) 	 Does itfacilitate travel, recreation (e.g. hunting, horseback riding, camp site), or other 
access? Explain(type) 

I met with Earl and Shirley Carson on road segments A, B, and C. Road segment A used to go 
to a piece of state land. The Carson's use the road segments A and Bfor salting and fence 
maintenance. Road segment B is also used by recreationists for antelope and deer hunting. 
The Carson's also, mentioned that they would like to see a gate on top on the Kiger Ridge 
Road. 

Road segment C is where the Moonhill Rd approaches the North Steens Loop. 

I met with Stacy Davies on March 5, 2013, to discuss route segment D. This route is used for 
checking water holes, distributing salt. Recreationist uses the road for site seeing, hunting 
(deer, antelope). 

b) 	 Does it provide access to a communication site, power line, or other ROW permits? Explain 

c) 	 Does it provide access to a range improvement or pasture? Explain 

Route Segment Range Improvements 

A fence maintanence 

B fence maintanence 

c Moon Hill Road 


d) 	 Does it provide reasonable access to private land or private interests in lands? Explain 

e) 	 Does it provide access to existing weed sites or suspected areas and trend or other 
monitoring locations? Explain 

Use supervision, utilization, and trend plots. Road segment Dis used for WSA monitoring. 

July 13, 2011 



3) Is the route needed for safe access, e.g. firefighting and rescue personnel, and safety of all 
users (e.g. public, grazing permittees, landowners, ROW holders, BlM staff)? Explain 

Yes, the routes can be used for safe access for firefighting. 

4) Could the road be used as a successful fire break if maintained? Explain 

Yes, the roads can be used as a successful fire break. 

5) Is the road needed to implement an on-going or reasonably foreseeable future project? 

Continued grazing and motorized recreation 

6) Does the route provide an additional evacuation route in case of an emergency (e.g. wildfire 
or injuries)? Explain 

Routes could be used for evacuation routes in case of an emergency. 

Prepar·ed by (print name/signature): 
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